This page proposed a Lithium battery charging circuit which used MCU AT89S52 as the core, consists of voltage regulator module, power supply switch module, lithium battery modules and prompt modules. It can be achieved precharge, fast charger, slow charger for the lithium battery charger; charging process presentation; disconnect the power after the battery is full automatically. The circuit has very high use value with the advantages of simple design.
Major composition of system
The design mainly takes 51 SCM STC89C52 as controller to design a lithium battery intelligent charging system, comprising SCM control circuit, voltagestabilizing switching circuit, optocoupler switching circuit, charge control circuit, indication alarm circuit, etc. Wherein, the voltage stabilizing circuit of power supply transforms 220V commercial power into 5V direct-current output for use by the whole system, and uses STC89C52 SCM to monitor each module circuit of the system in real time, to collect output signal of charge control circuit and decide whether to allow switching circuit to continue to supply power for it [8] . The charge control module detects information of lithium battery voltage/current, and decides charging state of lithium battery. The alarm prompt module prompts each state in charging process [9] .
Major functions enabled
The functions enabled by this design are as follows: Detect status of lithium battery. Charge and protect lithium battery. Automatic cut out power supply.
Design of SCM control circuit
SCM, also called microcontroller, is an integrated circuit chip that integrates microprocessor (CPU) with data processing capability, memory (containing program memory ROM and data memory RAM), input and output interface circuit (I/O interface) to one chip, thereby constituting a compact and perfect computer hardware system [10] . 
Charge control circuit
MAX1898 is the core chip used by charge control circuit of this product. Following is an outline of MAX1898. Using MAX1898 and exterior transistor PNP or PMOS can constitute charger, now the users can charge with constant current/constant voltage accurately [11] [12] [13] [14] . Usually the precision of battery voltage is as high as about±0.75%. Currently there are two models of MAX1898, with MAX1898EUB42 applied to 4.2V lithium ion battery, while MAX1898EUB41 applied to 4.1V lithium ion battery.
DESCRIPTION OF CHIP FUNCTIONS
(1) Control accuracy of charging voltage is as high as±0.75% (2) Charging current can be set (3) Provided with detection module for input power (4) Inside is arranged with sense resister (5) The user can set charging time (6) Monitor magnitude of charging current in real time (7) Restart function is optional Application circuit
The figure below takes PNP as external connection transistor. In the figure, LED connects IN and CHG to serve as charging state indicator. Battery (BATT) is earthed with 10uF shunt capacity to make lithium ion battery charge stably. Schottky diode is connected between drain electrode/collector of external transistor and BATT anode, to prevent battery from discharging to damage chip when input power supply is short circuited. The design sets charge duration as 3 hours, maximal charging current as 250mA and uses automatic restarting function, so connects externally 0.1uF capacitor via CT, connects externally 5.6K resistance via ISET, and earths via RSTRT [15, 16] . When the battery is fully charged, the product is designed as LED flashing and buzzer alarming to prompt the users to take out battery timely. The connection of alarm circuit is relatively simple. The connection circuit is as shown in figurer below. 
